
Genius Bi-Folds

Delivery fr
om 10 days

Depending on specific
atio

n

and configurati
on 

Next Generation Aluminium Bi-Folding Doors

6-6-0 6-5-1

! 2 to 7 pane configuration
! Maximum pane width 1200mm
! Maximum height 3000mm

Genius Configuration

Our range of accessories helps 
provide those vital finishing 
touches for your new door system.

Accessories
4-4-0 4-3-1 4-2-2

7-0-0 7-6-1

5-3-25-4-15-5-0

6-4-26-3-3

7-5-2 7-4-3

3-3-0 3-2-12-2-0



Top & Bottom Roller
Genius’s sash rollers are designed and 
engineered to the highest standards 

to ensure quality and reliability.

! Slim sightlines between doors, giving you 
more light and less frame  

! Multiple door leaves concertina to the side 

! Can incorporate a ‘traditional door’  
for flexible use

!  Completely uninterrupted views when open  ! Great solution for small spaces

Flat Sash Handle
Used to operate the locking 
shoot-bolts on the sashes. 

Opening
Slide folding doors open to reveal
a nearly 100% opening aperture,

bringing ‘the outside in’ and
creating amazing living spaces.     

Sash & Jamb Hinge

We have a range of lever handle
styles available, including high

security PAS 24 options.
Available in a range of colours.  

Main Operating HandleAdjustable Jambs

 
 

‘D’ Handle
Used to pull sashes

from a folded open position
to a closed position. 

A protected low threshold that
features an extra weather-rated seal on 
the outside of the door. This provides

superior protection from the wind
and rain.

Because walls aren’t always straight,
our door frames are fully adjustable

on site. So the doors
fit tight first time and always perfectly.

Protected Low Threshold

Genius Specification
 

 

 

 

 

Extremely low maintenance aluminium is 
the perfect combination of light weight, high 
strength and is ideal material for bi-folding 
doors. Providing slim, elegant designs and 
outstanding performance.

!  Kitemarked and security-tested to PAS24 standard 
!

!

Certified Document L compliant
Certified BS6775 Part 1 compliant

U Value
1.5W/m2K

Multipoint
Lock

Certified
BS6775 Part 1

Max Sash Width
1200mm

Dual
Colour

Max Sash Weight
120kg

Genius Accreditation

Max Sash Height
3000mm

Textured
Finish

Sash Sightline
122mm

Adjustable
Jambs

Certified
PAS24:2012

Triple Glazing
Option


